
I U Department of Environmental Quality

To protect, conserve and enhance the quality of Wyoming's
environment for the 6enefit of current and future generations

Dave Freudenthal, Governor John Corra, Director

January 30, 2009

Mr. Wayne Heili
Lost Creek ISR, LLC
5880 Enterprise Drive, Suite 200
Casper, WY 82609

RE: Lost Creek ISR, LLC, In-Situ Recovery (ISR) Permit Application, Technical Review, TFN

4 61268

Dear Mr. Heili:

The Land Quality Division (LQD) Staff have reviewed the above named Uranium I n-Situ

Recovery (ISR) Permit Application for Lost Creek ISR, LLC, also referred to as "The Lost

Creek Project". The application was deemed complete on May 20, 2008, after which Lost

Creek ISR published the first public notice.

After completeness was achieved, Ms. Amy Boyle (LOD - La'nder) and M r. Matthew Kunz

(LQD - Cheyenne) provided Lost Creek ISR with partial technical commen.ts on the

application. Ms. Boyle's technical comments were summari7ed in a memorandum dated

August 26, 2008 and addressed Appendices D-5 and D-6 (the Geology and Hydrology

a.ppendices). Ms. Boyle's comments were sent to your office via electronic mail in late August

-2008. Mr.tKunze's technicea-mmnts- were summarized. in a nmemoi-ardum dated August 8

2008 and addressed the formatting of various datasets within AppendiX D-6. Mr. ,unze's

comments were also sent to your office via electronic mail in late August 2008. Hard Copies of
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Ms. Boyle's and Mr. Kunze's reviews were sent toyour office under cover letter dated

September 26, 2008.

Ms. Boyle's and Mr. Kunz's comments in addition to the comments listed within the attached

memorandum comprise the LQD's technical comments on the Lost Creek ISR Permit:

application. Please identify TFN number.4 6/268 on your responses to the comments','

presented' in all three memoranda.

Sincerely,

Melissa L.B.a'utz
District 2, Environmental Scientist 2
Land Quality Division

Enclosures January 30, 2009 memorandum, Technical Review Comments

Ec: .Mr. John Cash, Lost Creek ISR, Cash, John.Cash(dur-enerqyusa.com
Mr. Mark Newman, BLM. Mark Newman (blbiM.gov
Mr. Ronald Burrows, NRC, Ronald.Burrowscnrc.gov-
Mr. Alan Bjornesen, NRC, Alan.Bjomsendnrc.qov

Sc .-->-Mr-.-John Cash, Ur-Energy-USA•i-5880-Enterprise-DOive -Suite-2 00, Casper ,WY 82609 (w enc- " - - -

Mr. Harold Backer, Ur-Energy USA, 10758 W. Centennial Rd. Suite 200, Littleton, CO 80127 (w/encl)

Mark Newman - BLM Rawlins, P. 0. Box 2407, Rawlins, WY 82301 (w/encl)

ýRbnald A. Burrows, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Federal and State Materials and -

Environmental Management Programs Uranium Recovery Licensing Branch, Mail Stop T-81F.,
lWashington, .D.C.. 2055570001 (w/enrcl) ...

Alan Bjornsen, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Environmental Project Manager, Office of Federal
and State Materials and Environmental Management Programs,-Mail Stop T-8F5, Washington D.C.
20555-0001 (w/encl)

Don Mckenzie/Matthew Kunz. Cheyenne WDEQ/LQD- TFN 4 6/268 Lost Creek ISR File (w/encl)

Mark Moxley - Lander WDEQ/LOD* TFN 4 6/268 Lost Creek ISR File (w/encl)

Melissa Bautz - Chron (w/encl)



Memorandum

File: Lost Creek ISR, LLC Uranium Project, Permit Application, TFN 4 2/628

From: Melissa L. Bautz - WDEQ/LQD

Date: January 30, 2009

Subject: Technical Review comments on Lost Creek ISR Application, TFN 4 2/628

This memorandum contains the WDEQ Land Quality' Division's (LQD's) technical comments on
the aforementioned ISR uranium application submitted by Lost Creek ISR, LLC on December
20, 2007'. Several LQD staff contributed to this review including myself, Amy.Boyle, Mark, :
Moxley, Steve Platt, Craig Smith, and Brian Wood. Each reviewer's comments.are identified
with "MLB", "AB", "MM", "SP", "CS", or "BRW", respectively. "

The comments below, combined with comments in two separate memoranda from Ms. Amy
Boyle dated August 26, 2008, Mr. Matthew Kunz dated August 8, 2008 comprise the technical
review of the application.

Volume I (Adjudication):
1) The Appendix E map (Plate E-1) must show all lands to be affected by the operation,

.including all proposed or potential well-fields. The .permit boundary should be
reflective of the extent of proposed mining. The permit area should encompass all
lands that are proposed to be affected and some reasonable buffer around the
affected lands. Conversely, if an area is not going to be affected by the proposed
operation then it shouldn't be in the permit area. Based on Figure OP-2a, there are
large portions of the permit area (entire sections or half sections) where no proposed

* operations. are shown. Unless there are reserves thatare proposed to be mined in
these areas, then these lands should not- be included in the permit area. The.
"additional resources known to exist within the permit. area", mentioned on page OP-
6, must be shown in some fashion orderto justify the size of the permit area, (MM)

2) The Appendix E map (Plate E-1) as well as all of the maps that are presented on a
USGS quad map base, should be presented at a Standard USGS scale of

1"'=2,000'so that they are easily comparable. (MM), .:

Volume 2 (Appendices D-I through D-5):

Appendix D-5 ((Geolcgv
1) Section D5.2.4. "Historic Uranium Exploration Activities", Page D5-6: The last

paragraph states that historic and current uranium explorations exist in "other" areas
,of theBasin. There is no m'ention of..the adjacent Sweetwater Uranium project in this
section. Due to that project's proximity to the Lost Creek. project, it must bbe
discussed here. (MLB)

2) Attachment D5-2, Plates AD5-2ab,c: These maps need to include section lines,
township and rahge lines, topography, roads, and other ground features. During the
meeting among LQD and Lost Creek personnel held in at the Lander WDEQ/LQD
office on September 22, 2008. an.example of the type of base map features that
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should appear on all plates/maps in the Permit was demonstrated and discussed.
(MLB)

Volume 3 (Hydrology Appendix D-6):

1) Section D6-1: The purpose of this section is to characterize the baseline hydrology of
the proposed permit area. The information provided concerning the surface waker portion
is not acceptable for the following reasons:

a. A map Was not provide.d that delineates the three drainage basins as described in,
the text on page D6-1. Figure D6-1, the drainage basin map-provided, is a gross
illustration of regional drainage basins. Please provide a drainage basin map that
describes the three. primary drainage basins within the permit area.

b. Please provide.the total areal extent.within each drainage, basin and within the permit
area for the three basins described.

c. Please provide runoff estimates for Various events fo'rthe three drainage basins.
(BRW)

2) Section D6-2: Figure D6-2 is a longitudinal profile of North Battle Spring Draw. Please
illustrate the location on a map of the longitudinal profile; mark the two end points as A
and A' or use similar notation. Please also state how the profile was generated (e.g.,
actual survey or using USGS topographic mapping: (BRW)

3) Section D6-3: The text indicates that any runoff quickly infiltrates and is either lost to
ground water recharge or evapotranspiration. The text in Appendices D6 and D7 has not
provided any information .regarding the hydrologic characteristics :of the -soils present

.within the proposed permit area. Please provide information to 'supp6rt the text (e.g.,
provide a relationship based on texture to hydrologic soil group, infiltration rates, etc.).
(BRW) - -

4). Section D6-4: The text indicates that the. shallow, aquifer is typically 150 to 200 feet
below ground surface. The BLM well (WSEO Permit 3 P55113W) located in Township

Ra25N g ,-ri•6 92W Section- 30 is- completed--`to- a-depthW-_of -approximately- 220' and
screened from 185 to 215 feet. Between 128 and 134 feet there is a lager of gray shale

:...and.the static water level at the time of completion was reported to be 109 feet. It
appears that at a minimum semi-confined conditions exist rather than unconfined as
portrayed in the text. Please explain the disparity. (BRW)

5) Section D6-5: Section D6.1.2 contains a discussion of the Robinson Reservoir. I have
searched the WSEO database believe it was a typo based on other information
presented; the true location of this reservoir being in Township 25N, Range 72W,
Section 26. Please remove the discussion concerning •this reservoir and revise the water
rights table accordingly. (BRW) *

6) Section D6-6: Please indicate what type of sampler was used to collect water quality
samples. (BRW)
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7) Section D6-7: Please indicate if discharge measurements;were' tagken ;and/or can be
estimated for each sample procured. (BRW)

Volume 4 (Appendices D-7 through D-11):

Appendix D-7, Soils:
1) Lands; to be affected by the operation (plant sit , ponrds, roads, well fields,.etc.) must

be outlined on the soils map. (MM)
2) The soils ma a•should; be presented at a 'normal eIngineering scale"(i.e. 1"-40 0 ' or

..1"=.500'). The township, range and county should be clearly'noted on the map. (MM)

. 3) The soils on lands to be affected miJst be mapped at an Order .1-2 level. (MM)

' •'":4) A map must be presented to show topsoil' Suitability/stripping depths. (MM)

.5) Coarse fragments is one of the criteria in LQD Guideline No. 1 for establishing soil
suitability.' However,'where soils resources are'limited and marginal in quality'LQD
recommends that coarse fragments not be used as the determining factor f6r soil
suitability..(M M ). ...- ,, ..

6)i The volumes of soil to be salvaged andd stockpiled 'from the various majbr affe'cted
areas (plant site, ponds, roads, etc) sho'uldb,.e, listed. (MM)

7) The person(s) who conducted .the soils study shojuld be identified. (MM)

Appendix D-, 8 Vegetation
1) Lands to be affected bythe operation must be outlined on the vegetation map. (MM)

2) The vegetation map should be presented at a normal engineering scale (i.e. 1"=400'
or 1"=500'). (MM)

.3). On.,page D8-6, section D8.41..2, thedthird sentence refers to .Upland Big Sagebrush
Shrubland. It appears that the correct referen'cewould be Lowland Big Sagebrush
Sh.rubland. (AM) .; ...

:4) Sample site/transect.locations should be identified by'numbler on the map. (MM)

5) Appendix D8.2, Description of Study Area!: PFrecipitation dataý references appendix 4.
Also, reference the weather station as pernChapter 2, Section 2(a)(i)(C'and (D) of the

DEQ.non-coal rules.•(CS)

6) Appendix D8.3.3,. Sampling Design: It is.stated that "no control areas or refer"ence
areas were established. The design dscribed is referred to as an "Extended
Reference Area" in DEQ/LQD Guideline 2 Section 3 (B). It can be referred to as
such in the permit application. (CS)

7) Appendix D8.3.5, Collection and Analysis of Vegetation Cover Data: A parenthetical
comment is included explaining what constitutes a "hit". The remarks are unclear
and should be reworded to better explain what data was recorded. Please explain
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which hits were used in calculating total vegetation cover, just first hits or all hits
recorded. (CS)

8). Appendix D8.4.1.1, Upland Big Sagebrush Shurbland Type: The total number of
acres disturbed is not provided. The Operations Plan is referenced; however the
number of acres to be affected needs to be provided as per. DEQ/LQD Guideline 2
Section 1 (D). (CS)

9) Appendix D8.4.1.2, Lowlaid Bi'q Sagebrush Shrubland Type: The total number of

acres disturbed is not provided. The Operations Plan is referenced; however the
num~ber of acres to be affected needs to be provided as per DEQ/LQD Guideline 2
Section 1 (0). (CS) - .

10) Appendix D8.4.1.2, Lowland Big Sagebrush Shrubland Type: In thefirst paragraph

.fourth sentence there is a referenceto Upland Big Sagebrush.Shrubland,. The
referen'ce should read Lowland Big-Sagebrush Shrubland.: (CS)

11)Appendix D8.4.1.2, Lowland Big Sagebrush Shrubland Type: The first paragraph
includes a discussion of thedifferences between the sagebrush growing in:the
upland and lowland big sagebrush shrubland types. These differences could be a
sub-species variation in Big sagebrush (Artemisia tridentata spp. tridentata vs.
Artemisia tridentata spp. wyomingensis). If applicable add discussion about Big
sagebrush subspecies. (CS)

12)Agppendix D8.4.3, Weeds, Selenium Indicators, Endangered or Threatened Species:
It is stated that "the permit area has very few Weeds". This statement should be
defined quantitatively'. For example it could be defined in terms of percent cover,
number of individual encountered or:some other measureable way. (CS)

13) Appendix D8.4.3, Weeds, Selenium Indicators, Endangered or Threatened Species:
It is stated' that Tansy mustard- is a' "listed noxious weed species".. Tansy mustard is

, a restricted'noxious weed. Please update to reflect the .correct status -of Tansy
mustard. (CS)

-14) Appendix D8,63--Gonclusions: There is no discussion ofvegetative cove rinthe .. _

conclusions section. Please add a general statement addressing vegetative cover.
.(CS).

15) Figqure D8-1, Vegetation MaID: The scale of this map is approximately 1'=1760'. The
sOca of thl ,vegetation,, m•-a p must be greater than . 1..... ." na per DEQ!LQD
Guideline 2 Section 1 (A). Please reconstruct map at a scale of 1" 1000" or greater.
(CS)

16) Table. D8-5, List of Vegetation Species Observed: The cool season perennial
grasses and grass like plants section contains many perennial forbs. Please
separate-out the perennial forbs into their own section. This would be-constant with-.----
the other vegetation tables. (CS)

17) Table D8-9, Evaluation of Sample Adeýuacy:The variance entries are incorrect. It
appears these entries are variance 2. Please correct theentries of the row title. (CS)
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Appendix. D-9 : Wildlife
1) Section 9D 3.'6,-Wildlife: The sage th rasher (ST) is listed in both the third.and'fourth

paragraphs. In. the first instance, ST was' not documented on the stUdy area and in the
second instance, it is know to breed on the study area. P'lease correct. (SP)

2)"'Attachment D9-Z Wildlife: On page.2 of the attachment, the table.of contents should
*contain the page numbers of the identified sections.. Please correct. ,(SP) -

3) Figure D9-6; Sage Grouse Lek Map: Oral and written communication between' Melissa
Bautz (LQD) and Ms. -Carrie Dobey (WGFD - Lander) on January/ 15 and 16,2009
revealed that the Crooked Well sage grouse le.k in UTM .Zone 13 E 267113 N 4669158
(NAD 1983),at the, eastern end of the proposed. Permit Bouhdary.is cohsidered active by
the WGFD. On Figure D9-6, the, Crooked Well lek is designated as "U'noccupied". The
WGFD considers this lek to be "occupied".. This isbecause theWGFD considers a lek

'to be "unoccupied" only after 10 years of inactivity at the lek.. Figure D9-6. must depict
• theCrooked Well lek as "occupied" given the WGFD's criteria. Please revise the map
accordingly.. (MLB) ... -

Wetlands, Appendix D-11 -

1) The, person(s) who conducted the wetlands study'should be identified. (M.M)

2.) Section D11 -1: The text on page D11-1 states that "wetland 'delineation is based on
the presence and abundance of obligate.Vvetland plants.•• Wetland delineation is
based..on three. basic site characteristics: (.1) vegetation, as noted in'the'text, (2)

presence or absence of hydric soils, and. (3) hydrology; Please"revise the text
accordingly. (BRW)

3) Section D0I1-2: The text appears to. indicate-that wetland hydrology'does not exist at
the site. Assuming the. average growing season for the area is 100 days, according
to the 1987 ACOE Wetlands Manual, if the area is inundated for a period.of five days,
(5% of the growing season) annually, the potential for Wetland' hydrology exists. I
understand that runoff occurs infrequently in this area, however, given the fact all
three.-wetland areas are identified.,un,der the'.,National Wetiands 'inventory. (NWI)
program appear to be depressional' and over time the bbttom of these features
should seal through the deposition of silts, it is certainly plausible that these areas
could hold water for five-day minimum period. Therefore., hydrology does not appear
'to ..a limiting factor in a wetland determination; please rev ise the text accordingly.
(BRW) . -.. .

4) Section D11-3: No photos were provided for the two other NWI mapped wetland
areas in Township 25N, Range 93W,,Section 24 and Township 25N, Range 92W,
Section 21. Please provide. (BRW) '

5) Section D11-4: From on-site inspections during. exploration,, etc., I would agree9that

no, wetlands exist within the. proposed permit area, however the documentation
provided, to render this: decision is lacking as alluded to in the first three comments.
Please ,re-write. this section to better support the supposition that 'no wetlands exist
within the proposed permit area. (BRW)
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6) On Figure D11-1, the legend shows:the symbol for the plant site but. it does not
appear that the plant site is actually shown on the map. Also, some of the potential

/wetland locations are obscured by the cross hatch ,symbol used to. show the mine
Units. (MM) .

Volume 5- (Operations Plan and Reclamation Plan):,

Operations Plan (OP)
1) All maps must be presented at a standard engineering scale which should be stated

on the map, in addition to the bar scale.-. Odd scales such as 1'=1 10' (Fig.. OP-7c),
1"=1,760' (Figý. OP-2a), 1"=1,540' (Plate E-1), 1 "=1,620' (Plate C-1), 1"=16' .(Plate
OP-1) or 1"=1,700' (Figure RP-2)'are not acceptable. Typical.rmap.scales used in
mine';p rmit applications are 1"=2,000' .and/or.1".500!. It is helpful to present all
maps in the application at a few consistent scales to facilitate comparison of maps or
overlaying them on a light table. (MM) .

'2) The&LQD Administrator hasdetermined that an ISL mine permit application-must, at
a mihimum, include a detailed. plan for the first-well field.- .(MM)

3) Section OP 1.0;, Overview of Proposed Operation: 'In the first paragraph it states that
"the surface area to be affected by the ISR operation will total 285 acres". However,
this figure is inconsistent with Table OP-2 which indicates 58 acres, will be affected
by the operation. It should be noted that all of the site's roads (including so-called
"tertiary" roads or two-tracks) must be included in the total affected acreage. Refer
to Mark Moxley's comment number 6 below for more suggestions on how to address
this. (MLB)

.4) Section OP 1iSite Facilities Layout: :should include a. detailed facilities site plan
map presented on a topographic base at a scale of 1:.=1.00' with a 2' contour interval.
'All facilitiesand structures should be shown, including lay-down yards, parking
areas, site drainage control features, ponds and topsoil stockpiles. (MM)

--- 7-5)--Fiqure-OP-2a (and Plate El): All roads to be improved or-constr.ucted,. including
primary, main and secondAry, should be clearly identified and shownon the maps
(e.g. Plate E-1 and Fig. Op-2a) and-should be included in the permit area. Roads
that provide access to the site' from a formally.designated, public road-(e.g., name.
and road number) and where maintenance will be incumbent on. Lost Creek must be
made part of tle per.it. Please provide a ROW angrm.e•nt anri revise the permit'
area boundary to include all access roads. Legal descriptions should be provided for
the primary access roads from that point that they leave the county roads (i.e. the
Baroil .Road, the Minerals Ex Road and the Wamsutter'Road)..(BR.W and MM)

6) Section OP 1.0, Overview of Proposed Operation (Page OP-1) and Section OP 2.31
... .... ... . Land Use (Page OP-7): These sections statethat-the operationwill affect .-

approximately 285 acres. Form 1 also lists 285 acres: Does this figure include all
affected lands such as roads? On' page OP-3. it is stated that each well field will
cover about 50 acres. Six well fields @ 50 acres would total 300 acres. Table OP-2
only lists 58 acres to be affected, which is inconsistent and unrealistic.. Table OP-2
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should be removed. Table OP-4 contains* a better accounting of affected areas (285
acres). Well fields should be considered, to be affected and should be accounted as
such (the monitor well ring is a reasonable affected area boundary). An accurate
estimate of affected lands for the life of the mine, within the proposed permit,
boundary, is required. (MM)

7) Section OP 1.0, Overview of Proposed Operation: The text ,indicates that the
proposed permit area encompasses 4,220 acres and 'the disturbance area will
encompass approximately 285 acres. The application goes on to state that .each well
field will consist of a reserve block of approximately.. 50 acres and there are six
proposed: well, fields. This later figure, does not include.the disturbance associated
with the facilities area'. None of .the .above. figures -account for "the access road.
Needless to say, all of the above is contraidictory. While it: is understood that there
will be some need for ancillary areas, Lost Creek has not demonstrated by the permit
area must be 10 times greater than the proposed disturbance. Please address the
above. (BRW)

8) Plate OP-1. 'The proximity of the-pond directly-adjacent to the processing facilities
raises concerns regarding-the following: ability to monitor the pond or conduct any
potential future corrective action• with little to no room on the west side; the inability to
expand the processing buildingi to: the east;. the inability:to use sprayers for enhanced
-evaporative effect, due to the proximityto the building; the limiited 'use.of hoise
deterrents to prevent waterfowl from' landing'on the pond, due to its proximity to the

plant. (AB)

9"s) Plate OP-1: The pond designs are, unacceptable for several reasons including, but
not limited to the following:,

No location map was provided; Plate OP 1 is not considered a location map as it
is, of unacceptable scale and is not tied to any coordinate system;,.
No contour interval is provided -on schematics;

1-> No description or detail as to what part~of the pond is above ,and below existing
grade; . ' , • , .
No details concerning the piping system for the supply of water to the ponds and
transfer of water-between ponds;. " .

. -"No specifications concerning seaming of the liner system and QA/QC procedures
"to be employed.to evaluate the seaming.; and
'Pond' sizing calculations to address evaporative. loss,.inflows, etc. under a variety
of conditions to demonstrate that adequate redundancy:in disposal exists.

" Please prdsent a complete setof designs andspecifications for the two prOpOsed ponds.
(BRW),

1 0)'Fiqures OP-2a- and OP-2b show the po w' erline and pipeline layout along with the ore
body. Please include the location of the Lost Creek fault(s) on these figures as well,
as its location is a factor in the mine's operations. (AB)

11)Figure OP-2a Site Layout: A much more detailed .Mine Plan map will need to be
'- i ncluded in the permit. It should indicate. all roa.ds,fencing, topsoil pile.locations,

storrnwater diversion structures, chemical storage areas- lay down yards,
easements, utilities, pipelines,: monitorwell locations, air and weather, monitoring
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stations, etc. There should be one comprehensive map that indicates where any
surface disturbance or feature is. planned.-(AB)

12) Section OP1.1 Site Facility Layout: The undergrolund power lines should be in
conduit., as opposed to direct burial. This should be specified in the plan. (AB)

13) Section OP 2.1 Project Schedule: How is the amount of time for mine unit

development, production, -ground water sweep, reverse osmosis etc. determined.

Calculations should be presented which indicate the time it will take to perform each
step, based on the hydrologic conditions of the ore body. (AB)

14) Section OP 2.1 Proiect Schedule: What are the criteria. to move from production into
restoration, and restoration to stability monitoring? This should be specified. (AB)

15) Section OP 2.1, Project Schedule: should demonstrate that reClarmation will be
contemporaneous with mining operations. Since the schedule presented in Figure
OP-4a is. considered to be somewhat conceptual and subject to change, definitive -

-commitments such as the following should be provided, for example:
a. seamless transition from-production to restoration with no wellfield down time
• b. no inactive well fields for periods exceeding 30 days
c. specified minimum restoration'flow rates
d. no more than two well fields in production at any given time

- e. complete restoration of the first well field, through stabilization, before
initiating production.fron :the 5 th well field (MM) .

16) Section OP 2.1, Project Schedule, Page OP-5: The use ofgrbund water sweep with
direct disposal of-the produced water, is no longer considered-to be BPT due to
excessive consumption of ground water and resultant impacts to.ground water
resources. This section (as well as section RP'2.3.1), should be revised to clarify
that ground water sweep will only be employed when the produced Wvater can be

::treated and re-injected. (MLB),

17) Page OP-5 (and RP-1), the statement is made that an updated schedule will be
* supplied with the annual report if the operation or restoration schedule varies from

that shown-in Figu-'OP46-( Figuire RP-1). Lost Creek SR should understand--
that they are obligated to follow the approved mine and reclamation schedule (refer

, to W.S. 35-11-415). If Lost Creek ISR plans to revise the approved schedule then it
must be submitted as a permit revision for review and aIpprbval byLQD. An updated
schedule submitted with an annual report would be informational, (and would
probably trigger a request for a permit revision from LQD) but would not replace the
schedule in the, approved permit. .Please revise these sections .to reflect this
understanding. (MM)

18)Figures OP-5a-e. These water.balance flow charts should include the average and.
minimu.m evapotranspiration rates of the evaporation. ponds to slhow the full water
balance of the ponds, and that the ponds are up to capacity requirements. (AB).

19) Section OP 2.2, Additional Regulatory Requirements. Reference is made to the
SWPPP, yet a complete hydrologic control plan for the facilities area and associated
appurtenances as well as the first mine unit must be included in the Operations Plan.
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Will water from' the.facilities area be digerted to a lined site, containment, pond. The
hydrologic.control plan for the remaining well fields maybe submitted with the
.individual well field packages. (BRW and AB)

20) Table OP-2 and the text on Page OP-7: Section "OP 2,.3 - Land Use" states that a
total of approximately 285 acres will be affected throughout the project. However,
Table OP-2 only indicates 58 acres- as being affected. This-irc6nsistency should be
clarified. It should be noted that Table OP-2 should include all disturbed areas

* throighoutthe life of the mine incliding all "tertiaryroads". (MLB)

21)Section OP 2.4, Cultural Resources Mitigation Program, Page OP-8: In the middle of
lin-e7 in the first paragraph, after the' sentence ending in -the'word "excavations",
another sentence should be added. The n'ew sentence must make a-commitment to

..add via permit revision any/all archaeological restrictions and protocol in to the
permit document (MLB).

22) Section "OP 2.5, Topsoil Management, Paqe&OP-8: The second paragraph of this
section reiterates'that only 58 acres will be affected. However, this Value:disagrees
with th6 previously'stated value of 285 acres (in the Land Use.section of the
Operations Plan, Page OP-7). Please clarify which value is accurate: 58 acres or
285 acres. (MLB) ...

23) Section OP 2.5, Topsoil Manaqement, Page OP-8: The text on page.OP-8 states
that detailed soil surveys will be conducted at the plant site as well as each mine unit
to provide spepific information for topsoil protection and management. Given that the
firstwell field package must be- included \Mth:the application,. this~is not acceptable.
The detailed soil surveey(s) necessary, f0dr topsoil management decisions and
commitrrments atthe first mine unit m ust be included in the PermitApplicatiin. (BRW
and MLB) -.

24) Section OP 2.5, Topsoil Management: should include a plan for well field layout and
installation to accompany Figure OP-7c. (MM)

.25) Section OP 2.5, Topsoil Managei-ent, Page OP-8: Thethird paragraph of this
section states that 'Per WDEQ-LQD reqcuiremnehts, topsoil will-not bestripped from
areas where there is minor disturbance,; Such'as light-use-roads, monitoring stations,
fences, and drill sites (except for the mud pits);".: Given th definition'*f "minor
disturbance" as Maintaining 50% of the native land remaining undisturbed, it has
been the experience of this reviewer that in 'practice, it is not feasible to assume that
the wll 'fields will witness only minor disturbance. That is, based on this reviewers
observations of the disturbance levels associated with delineation drilling at the Lost
Creek Project, it is expected that greater than 50% of the native vegetation will be
adversely affected during the construction of the mine units. In light of that, the LQD
will. require that mine units and the roads leading to them: be completely stripped of

.. topsoil. (MLB)

26) Section OP 2.5.2 Long Term Topsoil Protection, Section OP2.6 Roads, Figure OP-
2c., Topsoil. stripping of roadshas not been mentioned but is required for topsoil

- protection. The text should commit to topsoiPistripping for roads and Figure OP-2c
should also indicate that topsoil will be stripped. The amount of'topsoil to be stripped
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should be specified and the height, dimensions, and locations of topsoil piles.should
be detailed. In addition, the seed mixture for the topsoil piles should -be specified.
(AB)

27) Section'OP 2.5, Topsoil Management. -Paragraph 3 states that topsoil will not be
stripped from light use roads. It is stated that roads to monitoring wells will not be
upgraded. Given that the monitoringrwells will need to have year round access, if
.snow. removal is necessary to access an area, then the road should be upgraded,
.andlthe topsoil should be stripped. (AB)

28) Section OP 2.5.2, Long Term Topsoil Protection:'should specify that all topsoil
stockpiles will be sloped' on all sides to 3:1 or flatter and will be promptly drill-seeded
with the permanent seed mix, minus the shrub species.. (MM)

29) Section OP 2.6, Roads, Page OP-10 and Figure OP-2a: The first paragraph of
Section OP 2.6 as well as Figure OP-2a neglect to acknowledge and/or depict,:the
roads that will be needed to access monitoring wells (sometimes referred to as
"tertiary" roads). These, roads must be discussed in the text and must depicted on
Figure OP-2a. Tertiary roads must also be depicted on any other figures .depicting
the project's roads. (MLB)

30) Section OP 2.6" Roads, Page OP-i 1: The fourth paragraph acknowledges that
tertiary (two-track) roads will be needed and usedto: access the monitoring wells and
header houses at the project. Th.e text indicates that some pre-existing two tracks
can and will. be used for these purposes. However,. the text also refers to the-routes
that will be taken to some monitoring wells and header houses.as, "travel routes".
The, inference of this reviewer is that these are paths beaten through the sage brush
where there is no preexisting two-track. Travel routes will quickly.become two-tracks
which will, in turn, require reclamation at'the end of'the project. All.of the site's

roads,. two-tracks, and travel routes must be accounted for in the text. as well as site
maps. (MLB)'

.31 Section OP 2.6, Roads:. discusses the primary access road to the plant and
.,secondary access roads to the mine units' Figure OP-2c illustrates- the main access
road with-a 20-wide-surface and secondary access road.with. a - 2.surface.-Figure_.
OP-7.b is somewhat inconsistent. It shows a "main road" with a 20'. surface
accessing the well field and a 15' wide secondary road in the well field. Table OP-4
lists main access'road, main roads and secondary roads. Clarification is needed
relative to rdad classifications and widths. (MM)

32) Section OP 2.7, Vegetation Protection and Weed Control, Page OP-1 1:; The second
paragraph in this section end with an ending quote, with no preceding quotation
mark. This appears to merely a typographical error. (MLB)

33) Sections OP 2.8.1.2 and OP 2.8.1.5 should discuss speed limits on the various
roads,'inclUdihg signage, employee training and enforcement policies,--specifically..in--
regards to minimizing vehicle collisions with wildlife and livestock, (MM)

34) Section 2.8.1.4, Trangmission Line: discusses power transmission lines. Raptors
perching on power poles are a threat to sage grouse. Power lines should either be
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buried'or, raptor perch guards sho.uld be provilded to deter raptor perching, in addition
to minimizing the risk of electrocution. (MM)

35) Section.OP 2.8.:1.3', Fencing and Screening. Fencing design and specifications
should be presented in the.Operations Pl.ni. Wildlife fencing; mud pit fencing and
security fencing should each be specified. (AB),

36) Section OP 2.8.1.3, Fencing and Screening. As. water in the. pdnds becomes
concentrated over time, it is likely that screening will be required. US'Fish and
Wildlife Service (USFWS) and Wyoming Game and Fish (WG&F) should be
cbnsulted regarding -the, ponds and their requirements." Pond sampling schedule, the
type of analysis to be performed, and-tscreen design should all. be.presented in the
Operations Plan. (AB)

" 37.)' Section, OP 2.8.2, Wildlife Monitoring, Page'OP-13: A separate table summarizing
the annual wildlife monitoring .schedule should be created and 'referenced in this
section. Thistable must iniclude a commitment to surve.y the two mile radius around

*the permit boundary, every year for new sage grouse leks. (MLB) 1"

38) Section OP 2.8.1, Wildlife Monitoring: This section indicates that ".'..additibnal
[protection] measures will be eimplemented- as on-site activities....." but they~ar.e not

* ". sp'ecified. ;Please correct. (SP) -

*' 39) Section OP 2.8.1.3, Wildlife Monitorinq: ,This-section indicates that "...Mine units will
be fenced'...";, however,;.wildlife friendly fences identified in LQD Guideline #10
should be used .for the. perimeter fence: Thi,s.,would mean that all mud'pits would
n"eed.to be fenced as pronghorn antelope and other wildlife a're capable of
penetrating the perimeter fence. Please correct. (SP)

40) Section OP 2.8.1.3, Wildlife Monitoring: Fences should n't be removed until
vegetation is well established. Please correct. (MM)

41)Section OP 2.8.1.3, Wildlife Monitoring: By only committing to net or'use'other
.deterrence only IF fluid storage ponds are determined "to be harmful" to' birds, LC
ISL is pOroposihg to .wait until a violation of the Migratory Bird Treaty Act (1971)

'occurs. iBefore'a "taking"; occurs, LC ISL should take preventati.ve measures.
Netting or other measures should b.e put in place immediately upon conlstruction of
any fluid holding structure larger.than a mud pit. Please corirect. (SP)

42)SectionKOP2.8.1.5, Wildlife Monitoring: This section should commit to a speed limit
of nO more than 30 mph to minimize vehicle collisions with wildlife. Please correct.

(SP)

43) Section OP 2.8.1.6, -Wildlife Monitoring:. This section identifies "...wildlife
enhancementsin the Permit Area or nearby ar.eas'not propp.se•d for disturbance,..."..
Do "nearby areas" include only lands within the permit area or arethose outside the
permit area included as well ? Affecting areas outside the permit boundary may
representhan LQD Regulatory conflict. Although interagency coordination mayrelieve- LQD concerns. Please correct. (SP) ,
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44) Section OP 2.8 Wildlife Monitoring. Only monitoring of raptors and sage grouse is
listed, yet vertebrates are also required to be monitored. (AB):.

45) Section OP 2.8.1-.4, Transmission Line: Raptor deterrents designs on the
transmission lines should be presented in the Operations Plan, and also approved by
USFWS and WG&F.I (AB) .

46)Section OP 2.8.2, Wildlife Monitoring: This section indicates that the annual report
will be formatted to "...meet BLM requirements...". The LQD requires an annual
report written to the format specification of the WQED-LQD (see Required Annual
Repoort Information -- For LargeMine.Operations, rev. 10/93 on the LQD website:
http://deg.state.wy.us/lqd/). BLM can receive a copy of the annual report to the LQD.
Please correct. (SP)

-47) Section OP 2.8.2.1 Raptors. It-is-stated that monitoring will be conducted between
April and July, and also stateslthat it will be, scheduled asiate in the nesting season
as possible. Giveriknown nesting seasons forthe likely raptors to be present, the
months to conduct the monitoring:should be specified. (AB)

48) Section OP 2.8.2.1 Raptors. The potential need for wildlife mitigation measures

" should b.e outiined in the Operations Plan. Approval from USFWS and WGF will be
required for taking a nest, or any raptor deterrence plan,. (AB)

49) Section OP 2.8.2, Wildlife Monitoring: Annual wildlife monitoring reports-also peed to
be included in the LQD Annual Report. This should be added- to the text-in
paragraph one. (AB) . .

50) Section OP 2.8.2, Wildlife Monitoring. Once the mine permit is ,approved the wildlife
monitoring plan will be clearly defined in the permit and it should not be necessary .to
coordinate with the BLM and W.GFD' "annually"- prior-to commencing or during
monitoring unless unusual circumstances occur. Annual consultation with USFWS is

'g •enerally not necessary unless a.T&E. species is seen or if a.nesting raptor is found
in spring within 1 mile of current operations or if planned expansion of the operation
area -s to-- ioc -6ciurwith ihi--mi le-tl' t-sas-ofi7 -Ple-ase-correct.--(SP)--

51-) Section" OP 2.8.2, Wildlife Monitoring: On page OP-13 it is indicated that LC ISL will
"...document [the] circumstances..." of each wildlife incident with the operation and

will included the'ifformation• in the LQD annual-report. LC ISR should commit to
recording "all incidences in a log book kept at the mine site-and a.vailable for LQD
inspection. Please correct. (SP)

52) Section OP 2.8.2.1, Wildlife Monitorinq: All available nesting habitat for raptors on
the permit area and within a 1 mile perimeter should be checked for new nests every
year (i.e., when the first survey of each nesting season is conducted). The volume of

.---.................. suitable:ne'sting habitat is relatively small; therefore, it i• not a huge task-. Please
correct. (SP)

53) Section OP2.8.2.2, Wildlife Monitorin : "Standardprotocol" in.both. instances should
be changed to cite methods in the baseline study and if different, the method should
be clearly stated here. Please correct. (SP) .
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54) Section OP 2.8:2.2, Sage Grouse, Page OP-1 5: Written. documentation from the
Wyoming Game & Fish and U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service which addressesany
specific permitting requirements, that they.wish to impos.e based. on-the wildlife.
survey results, needs to be included in the. permitdocument. Oral and written
communication between Melissa Bautz (LOD-Lander) and Ms. Carrie Dobey
(WGFD-Lander) reveal that the WGFD consider in situ uranium activities to'have a
similar effect on sage grouse and.sage grouse.habitat as does bil.and gas activities.

Specifically, WGFD's "Stipulations for Development in Core Sage Grouse Population
Areas" (dated July 31, 2008). states the following regarding in-situ uranium". There is
rio published research on specific impacts on sage.grouse. Since. devel6pment
scenarios (well density, roads, activity) are similar to oil and gas, assume eimpacts
are similar to oil and gas development. Use same stipulations used for oil and gas.
in-situ uranium permitting should include .a-requirement to acquire data on sage
grouse response.to developmentand operation."' In light of these concerns LOD will
require that a section-be added to the Wilfdlife.-Monitoring portion of the Operations
Plan that addresses acquisition of data on sage grouse response todevelopment
and operation. Attached is a copy of the above-referenced document from the
WGFD entitled "Stipulations for Development in Core Sage Grouse Population

* Areas". The stipulations on oilkand gas development cantbe0found at the -beginning
of that document. (MLB) .

55) Section OP.2:8.2.2, Sage, Grouse:.discusses monitoring for sage grouse. It. should
be noted that the project.is within the WG&F 'designated sageigrouse Core Area.
Please revise this section to include annual surveys for new leks on the permit area
and a one mile perimeter. Also please reference WG&F approved survey methods
which are described inAppendix B of:LQD Coal Rules. (MM)

56) Section OP 2.9, ,Prevention and Remediation of Accidental Releases: In the second

paragraph of this section, the commitment to contact the.WDEQ/LQQ and

WDEQ/WQD within 24 hours of a release-must specify that the contact will be verbal

(not merely via e-mail or voice mail). .. (MLB).

57) Section OP 2.9. Prevention and Remediation of Accidental Releases: This section
needs significantly more detail. What is the specific training that will be provided all
emploees?.' What is the frequency of the training?" What is the-freqUency of the
inspections to be. conducted? How will the inspections be documented? .The
'detailedprocedores to be outlined in the Environmental Management Programs

sh u ld, be pr s n e a p rto 'Llle; I lIll I •J ; I 11 .. ' ",M '• I -1 '• , 'I. .... . ... ....tru v , Ualu as pa C mine' permit.. . Surfae, o. and mjIr r•-,iin,- eple m-

been a common occurrence at ISL facilities in the past. The Division is requiring that
detailed, documented, training and inspections .be clearly outlined in the Operations

* Plah. (MLB) . . ,., .

58) Section OP 2.9, Prevention and Remediation of Accidental Releases: This sectionmust include adiscussion of how contaminated soils resulting from a spill are to be-

delineated horizontally and vertically. Gamma ray and SAR must be included in the
parameters measured in the soil. Specifics on how the depth of contamination will
be determined and mapped must be. provided. ' Treatment protocol mnust also be
addressed in this section. Additionally,, the permit must contain a commitment to
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report and track annual releases.from the site via a map in the WDEQ/LQD Annual
report." The map should be a cumulative map indicating'the footprint.of the recent
years spills in addition to any previous spills. This map should'be accompanied by a
-table outlining the history of each release, including theestimated amount (gallons)
of the, release, footprint of contamination, depthof.contaminatioh, initial
contamination levels, their sample locations, and any, history ofrernediation efforts.
(MLLB and AB)

59) Section OP 2.9.1, Pipelines, Fittings, Valves and Tanks, Paqe'OP-15: In tie second
• paragraph, the depth at which pipes.will be buried as well as the depth to which
freezing occurs at the. site should be discussed. (MLB)...

60) Section OP 2.9.1, Pipelines, Fittings, Valves and Tanks Page OP-16: in th6 first
paragraph, more detail on how the flow through pipelines will be monitored must be
provided. -Specifically,. there should be as commitment to having a central control

room where monitoring of pressure and flow of individual7Wells and Pipelines 4hd
system balance on a mine. wide and unit basis is automated. It is expected that there
.will be alarms requiring a response bya human being and documentation that the
alarm was answered and -by whom it was answered, etclt.is the reviewers' belief
that a human being should not have to occupy a header house' to monitor what is
occurring in that particular sector of a given well field., A centra,l control room will also
minimize traffic across the site, a .stated goal of the project. Other items to be
;addr'essed.include how the alarm system will be tested to verify its integrity, use of
tolerance limits to account for.nominal deviations in.ftow and'pressure, who/how the
entire system will be monitored, whether the system will be monitored 24 hours per
day and seven days per week by a human.. Will the system have redundancy? In
the earliest meetings. among LQD and Lost Creek ISý.R personnel (along with AATA
personnel), a central control room style of'monitoring '_was explained (by AATA to
LQD) to be an integral part of this project's design. (MLB and BRW)

.-61)Section OP 2.9.1 Pipelines, Fittinqs. Valves and Tanks. Preventive maintenance
'procedures should-then be described. Visual inspection of piipelines, fittings and
valves should. be conducted, to detect seeps or deteriorating conditions. Preventive

.maintenance schedule for rep.lacement of pumps or valves, should also be ..
discussed. (AB)

62) Section OP 2.9.1 Pipelines, Fittings, Valves, and Tanks. What will be c6nsidered a
significant change in flow rate or pressure to activate the. alarm? Which will actually
be. monitored - flow rates or pressures? (AB) - . -

63) Section OP 2.9.3 Buildings. .Header house and pumphouse details should be
presented which indicate the inclusion of a sump and fluid detection, sensors. (AB)

64) Section OP 2.9.3 Buildings. The height of the concrete curbing, the capacity and
location' of the-sumps in the buildings, and the sloped curb.at the overhead doors
should all be described in greater detail. What will the storage capacity be of the---
building acting as a secondary containment should there be a' leak, spill, or tank
failure. iLe. how'many tank failures can the storage capacity accommodate? (AB)
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65) Section'OP 2.9.4, Storage Ponds, Page'OP- 16: In thefirst paragraph of this section
it is stated that pond cat5acity will be designed to accommodate two weeks of plant
operation'. However, the sixth paragraph of this section (on Page OP-17)-states that
the pond~s vWill be kept full at all times-to maintain the integrity'of.the:liner (due to
exposure.of the elements including UV fromnsunlight). It appears, then, that at any
given'time the' pond will-actually have nO capacity if it is.full all the time:. Please
explain. Additionally, actual pond design plans must be provided. :The schematic
view of the ponds provided in Plate OP-1 are not sufficient. (MLB)

66) Section OP 2.9.4 Storage Ponrds. The ponds are -said to be designed to store two
w'ieks of plant operations at as'rate of:60 gpmn.,, yet according to the water balance on
Figure OP-5c, the maximum capacity should be based on 115 gpm of flow during
maximum operations. '(AB)

67) Figures QPý5a, b, c, Water Balance Diaq-ram~s: :According to water balance diagramspresented, the deep disposal well(s)-mugt:have a minimum capacity ofroughly 100

gpnm.N~oinformation has beenh provided regarding the viability of a,.deep disposal
well.(s) and whether the characteristics of the~irtendedi;formation would, be sufficient
to meetthe, project demand stated above. Piior to WDEQ/LQD;permit~approval,
plahs 'and specifications and approval fora'adeep disposal well(s) must be secured
from .the appr prate regulatbry authority./ Permits for such wells must be included in
the WyDEQ/LQD perr"nit application-. This'comment can be cross referenced with
comrment nurmnber 115 below which -ddresses "Section 5:2.3.2, UIO Class I Wells".•.,Please prqovide. (BRW ) " : : '., .. .- . , . - :

68) Sectibn OP 2.'9.4 Stdorage Ponds: What consideration has been given to the ponds
freezihg yver. Wiih only four feet of fliidtda'pacity it is possible that thematerials in
the pQpds. do'Id freeze solid. Does this have any implications to the liner:strength
and in{egrity. (AB) " ."

..69,) Attachment OP-2. Figure titled Embankmdnit-Details: If:.the excavated material at the
. pond site is not s~itable for embankmenthmaterial; it states that material will be

remov6ýd from a borrow area. Given the aamount of drilling that has taken place
within the permit'area, has adsource for embankment material been identified? The
proposed borrow area should be identified, and it's size, depth of excavation, and
reclamation requirements should be outlined in the attachment. (AB)

70) Attachment OP-2, Figcure'titled Embankiment Details:ý: Although the text says fluid
height will be four feet and freeboard 3, please indicate on the figure that the
emb ankment height is 7.0 feet. Also there appears to be a typo on the Embankment
Detailtyp. Cross section, with a number'three (3).in large font. ,(AB)

71) Plate OP-1,.Plant Site Plan: This plate must be upgraded to an actual design
i€ncluding a conventional scale (the-cuti.-entfscale is 1"= 16') and the location of the
Plant Site must be depicted on a topographic Miap with township, rangej and section
lines as well as roads and other 0ertinent.landmarks. (MLB)

72) Section OP 2.9.2, FuelIStoracE; Areas: More detail is needed in this section.
Specifically, secondary containment must be addressed and explained. Additionally,
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the weekly inspection criteria should be stated here. If an inspection checklist is to
be used, the items on the checklist.should also be listed: .(MLB)--

73) Section OP 2.9.5 Fuel Storage areas. How much fuel will be on-site? The Plant Site
Plan (Plate OP-1) shows a gasoline and diesel tank.' Is there enough.fuel to qualify
for Spill.Prevention Control; and Countermeasure Plan .requirements under the Clean

. Water Act? If the volumes are less than the threshold, good management practices
would dictate that there should be secondary containment for the'tanks, capable of
holding the capacity of the largest of the two tanks. (AB)

74) Section OP 2.10, Air.Monitoring: Please indicatethe source and.quantity of water
expected to be used for dust suppression, potable water supply,. etc. for the
proposed. mine activity. (BRW).

75) Section OP 2.11. 1, On-Site Wells, Page OP-1 8: Is the reference to "17 wells used
to establish baseline" now outdated in light of the new wells installed at-the site in
-late 2008?.. Please update if necessary. (MLB)

76) Section OP 2 11.2 Off-Site Wells. The.BLM stock wells are said to be-analyzed
quarterly at a minimum for natural uranium and radium-226, yet if the mine
operations are going to impact these off-site wells there are other parameters that
would be early detectors of a problem that should.be analyzed. Quarterly analysis
shouldalso include Cl, sulfate, .bicarb, TDS, and pH. lf.these elements are showing

,.trends, then action will be required, similar to the mornitoring well ring. Please revise
.1the text accordingly. (AB)

77) Section OP 2.11.2 Off-Site Wells Section OP 3.6.4.1 Mine Unit Baseline:'Water
Quality and Upper Control Limits. These sections reference Lost Creek's
Environmental Manual, and states that it discusses the sampling protocols. What is
and where is this:document? Sampling protocols need to be.outlined in the permit
document, as stated in Comment 28-rom my August 26; 2008 comments on
Appendix D-5 and D-6. (AB)

78) Section OP'3.2, Mine Unit Design: LQD Chapter 11, Section 6(d), states" that casing
requirements'must be specified to preventcasing collapse-during installation; convey

- liquid at the predicted injection I recovery rate~and pressure; and allow for sampling.
•(AB)

79).Section OP 3.2, Excursions: A section specifying the correctiv6,action that will be

taken in the event of an excursion must be added to this section. A concrete
commitment describing the handling of an excursion must be provided. Specifically,
if an excursion is not in control within 60 days the [LQD] Administrator, with
concurrence of the Director of the DEQ, has the authority toterminate the mining
operation and revoke the permit (Chapter 11, Section 12(d)(ii)). Additionally, this
reviewer. wouldl ike- to see text in this section regarding the. steps Lost Creek plans to
take in the event of an exc.ursion. A d iscussioon of the cesati6rof irijecti6 h' i nfo the6-
area under question, prior to 60 days into the corrective action process may be
warranted. (MLB)
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80) Figures OPF-8'a, 8b, and 8c." How far ig the §and'trap andbase of thewell bore
expected to extend intb thelower aquitard? :With the Sage Brush shale pinching out
to five feet in.some locations, this aquitard should not be intersected if its integrity
could be questioned.'(AB) "

;..81) Section OP.3.2 Mine Unit Design. Mine, Unit 1's well field package will,need to be
. submittedfor.review and approval pribrto'-aloproal of the ISL Permit application.
(AB) '

82) Section OP 3.2 Mine Unit Design. Mine Unit l's monitoring wells will require at least
four sampling events to establish the'upper'control limits for the indicator_
constituents. The'prbcess to develop'the UCL'sJthe'numbei and spacing of the
samples required should be outlined in the Ol5eratibns'Plan.* .(AB) -,

83) Section OP 3.2 Mine Unit Design. The details' for the Hydrologid Test Report for the
first wellfield package'should include a refined water balance based on the
hydrologic information for the wellfiel'd." Mihimhum, maximum and average pumping
rates, as well as the. capacity of the ion exchange units, injection well(s) and
evaporation pon'd(s)'should be included. (AB)

84) Section OP 3.2 Mine Unit Design. The' last paragraph. of this section states that the
ot6rator hKas§fiade in'effort to properily ýbandon abandon historic drill holes or wells.
As noted earlier regarding Section D5.2.4 'Historic Uranium.Exploration Activities, all
historic drill holes must be located and acdetermination made if they -were properly
abandoned. If they were not, then they must be re-entered and grouted from the
bottom.,0p to the surface. All of this effort must be clearly documented in the permit,
on a'hole by hole bsis.(AB).

85) Section 3.2.1, 'Iniection and Production Well Patterns: 'The text on page OP-22
indicates that each-sand within the HJ horizon will be mined separately bleginning
from the bottom and progressing up. Restoration will begin-with the upper most sand
and progress downward. It is conceded that.there is communication between the
three Sands. Howev'er, following the schematic in Figure QP-9a 'when mi.ning the
upper sand, the screens'in the middle and'lower sands are to be sealed off:
Monitoring Vvellý are to be screened in all three sands, Given that pumps will be set
in the production zone only, please explain how stability will be maintained in the
..imddle.and lower sands until restoration occurs. Furthermore, given the above
scenario and the fact that monitoring wells are screened in all three sands; ifan
excursioh occurs; hdtv can the source sand'from which:,the' excursion is associated
be. detected? Alternately, there is the potential that an excursion will not be. detected
due t6 dilutigh. Please address:. (BRW)

86) Section 3.2.2 Monitor Well Locations. ,Paragraph one states that monitor wells will
be completed in ore-bearing sands to be mined and in the overlying, and underlying
horizons,. Depending on the hydraulic cohnectivity between multiple.or-bear- g...ih ..
sands, multiple monitoring wells may be required in each sand unit within the HJ
horizon. (AB)
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87) Section 3.2.2 Monitor Well Locations.. Section OP 3.6..3.3 states that mining of the
overlyihg FG and underlying KM sands is anticipated in the future. Baseline
conditions for the aquifer underlyiig the KM sands, should be conducted prior to any
mining at the site. Regional monitoring wells of this lower aquifer will need to be

..installed prior to mining the HJ horizon. (AB)

88) Section OP 3.2.2.4Overyling and Underlying Monitor Wells. Paragraph 2 states that
operational controls, such as higher production rates may be used to control fluid
migration when vertical confining l'ayers are thin or absent.: How would higher
production rates control fluid migration? Would a higher bleed rate be required?
How would a higher bleed rate affect the water balance and facility capacity
projedtions. (AB)

89).Section OP 3.2.2.4, Overylying and Underlying Monitoring Wells:' Given' the
discussionthat ensued in the September 22; 2008 meeting at thet LQD Lander.office
among your staff and LQD staff regarding Ms. Boyle's .preliminary technical
comments, the third paragraph of this section may need to be reevaluated/reworded.
The third paragraph of this section discusse'sthe shallowest water table at: the site.
Specifically, LQD staff understands that in the fall of 2008 Lost Creek ISR installed
several new monitoring wells closer tO. the extents of the permit boundary :in order to

.generate a potentionmetric surface'across the entire.permit boundary, Some wells
..were installed at a relatively shallow depth of- approximately.50.feet belo-w ground
surface'(bgs) in order to assess the presence/absence of an aquifer at that depth.
The results of the fall 2008 well installation. activities are not.reflected in the version
of the application reviewed here. This reviewer requests that Lost Creek ISR provide
documentation regarding the presence/absence of, water at.depths-shallower than
150' bgs in Section OP 3.2.2.4. Some Of your staff may recall that during the
summer 2006 drilling, one of'Lbst Creekt ISR's field staff (Dawn Schippe) contacted
Ms. Bautz at the LQD Lander office via telephone explaining that a-shallow

. (potential).aquifer had been encountered during drilling:at approximately 50' bgs.
(M L B ) . - , ...

90) Section. OP3.3 Well Completion. The burst pressure and collapse pressure of the
SDk 17.pipe to be used is presented. Please also provide information on the
pressures to'be experienced with-thý-•elt depths-in the-orezone, i.e. at what depth

. and/or pressures will the SDR 17 be unsuitable for use. (AB)

91) Section OP 3.3 Well Completion: The last paragraph states that well completion
information will be submitted to the WDEQ. In addition, a boring log indicating the
stratigraphy of each hole should also be included. (AB) -

92) Sedtion OP. 3.4 Well Integrity Testing. Paragraph.2 states that the.pressure in the
seale'd casing is then increased to a specified test pressure. Please indicate what
that test pressure will be, e.g. 125% of operating pressure (AB).

93) Section OP 3.4, W ell Integrity Testing:.should desdribe protocols for in'/estigatiing-, ...
evaluating and tracking.MIT failures and also determining the impacts of the casing
failure and any resulting leakage from the well. (MM)
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94) Section OP 3.5, Mine Unit Piping and Instrumentation: should clearly specify the
instrumentation that will be installed for- each well (i.e. each well, prod.ction and
injection, will have a flow meter,.a control vyalve and a pressur& alarm installed).
(MM)

95) Section OP 3.5 Mine Unit Piping and Instrumentation. Please alsoddescribe how the
pressdre' and flow rate information will be- managed at one control, point. (AB)

96) Section OP,3.5 Mine Unit Piping.and Instrumentation. It is state,d th'at'individual well
lines• and t-unk lines will be buried to pifevent freezing.. Figure OP-76 indicates he
typical trench layout to be 6.Qfeet deep,... In:Section OP 3.5 plea;se discuss the burial
depth relative to the known frost line in the Red Dessert, as well as hbw the lines
under high traffic areas will be protected. (AB)

97),Sectibn OP 3.6.3.1, Water Balance: should contain an explanation for 'Why the
restorationflow rates are so lowin comparison to production flow rate s (i.e. less than
10%). 'Would- it. not be feasible to have higher restoration flow rates; perhaps equal
to production flow rates? (MM)' -

98) Section 3.6.3 Projected Water Balance and Water level Chianges. This section
states thafthb water balance considers -the -"capacity of the Plant and Class III UIC
wells for production and for restoration". Other critic al.fa'ctors:will iriclddethe
capacity of the Class I UIO well(s) and the capacity of the evaporati6n ponds. These
should be iricluded in the-discussion and in Figures OP -5a through 5f.' (AB)

- 99) Section OP 3.6.3.1 Water Balance. (Table OP-6) Are the fldw capacity's presented in
this Section, •Table and in Figures OP-Sa through 5f,,for the first mine unit or for

-- multiple mine units?. Please clarify by indicating how mahy mine units will be in
production -and restoration at one time,.and how the rates presented ard a

.compilation of that information. A table, detailing this information for each mine unit,
at each stage of production and restoration, for each year in the life df the mine
would be useful. (AB)

100) Section OP 3.6.3.1 Water Balance. Paragraph' 2rfentions t.he supplemental use
of'WYPDES discharge as pa.rt of the. water. balance for liquid waste. :What is the
source of this: end of pipe discharge? What..freatrhent standards-wil.lapply? What
flow rates are anticipated? If a WYPDES discharge is gbihg to"be part Of the water

" balance for the site, it should be included in Figures OP-5a through 5f. (AB)

l -np,..! Water Balance. Paragraph 3 states that in the operational
mode of production operations, restoration sweep, and groundwater treatment, that

-ithe net consumptive removal will be 3% or 190.gpm, It is not clear how this

correlates with Figure OP-5c, Project Water, Balance Producti6n with GWS and RO.
Please provide greater. details regarding each stage of the mine life and water
balance. (AB)

102)" Section OP'3.6.3.1 Water Balance. Please provide details on the'storage
capacity of the permeate storage pond(s).and the concentrated 'arine 'storage
pond(s), and the estimated average evaporation rate for these facilities. This
information should also' be included on Figures OP-5c through 5f. (AB)
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103). Section OP 3.6.3.1 Water Balance. If efforts will be made to enhance the
evaporation rate from the ponds'with-sprayers,.this should be discussed. (AB)

104) Secti6n OP 3.6.3.1 Water Balance. The required injection / disposal rate for the
. UIc Class I well(s) should also be included in the water balance. Once the aquifer

* , . characteristics are known, the capability of the aquifer to handle the disposal rate will
need to bepresented in detail:.(AB)

105) Section OP 3.6.3.3, Cumulative Drawdown: W.S. 35-11-428(a)(iii)(E) requires an
assessment of impacts to water resources on adjacent lands and the steps that will
be taken to mitigate the impacts. Section OP 3&6.3.3 should'include drawdown
projections for all aquifers'that dbuld pdtentially be affected by the. operation for the
life of the mine, inc.luding drawdown maps to illustrate the horizontal and vertical
extent of projected drawdown. (MM)

106) . Section OP 3.5.4.2 Excursion Detection: In addition to the use of Water levels to
detect excursions, will barometric pressure within th6 well be monitored to detect
excursions? (MLB)

107) Section OP 3.6.4.1 Mine Unit Baseline Water Quality and Upper Control Limits.
The last sentence of this section states that 'UCL's will be set at five standard
deviations to the baseline. average for the indicator." It would be clearer to ..state that
"the UCL will be set as the baseline:mean'plus five standard deviations".. (AB)

108) Section OP 3.6.4.2 Excursion Detectioh. The second paragraph states that
increased wate-r levels could be indicative of casing failure, and that isolation and.

* shutdown of individual wells wbuld be used to isolate.the problem.. In addition,
please add to the text that MT testing of suspect wells will be conducted. (AB)

109) Section OP 3.6.4.3 Excursion Verification and Corrective Action The second
... .paragraph states that if it is determined that a well is on excursion status, .that the.

DEQ will be notified within 24-hours. This should be changed to read verbally
notified within 24 hours. (AB)

110) -Section-OP-5.0 Effluent Controls: Within this sectionthere are:-many subsections
" which address the multiple solid and liquid waste streamsfrom the facility. Please
also provide a table which lists each of the facilities solid and liquid waste-streams,
the estimated monthly predicted volume to be generated, the storage location, and
the disposal location. (AB) "": .

111) Section OP 5.1 Gaseous Emissions and Airborne Particulates.- No mention is
made'of the Air Quality Division-permit(s) that will be:required for the site. Please
add this information to the discussion within this section. (AB)

.......... 112). Section OP 5.2.1.3 Waste Petroleum Products and Chemicals: It.is not clear
from this section specifically where petrolem- --n-ad ch-emical products, or*hazardous..
and non-hazardous waste streams will be stored. Preferably these containers will be
stored in-doors where they are not subjected to the elements and have adequate
secondary containment. If they ire to be stored outdoors, please indicate whether
there will be' roofing, locked fencing, and secondary containment..(A.B)
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113) . Section OP 5.2:1.4, Domestic. Liquid;Waste: The permit for the domestic
sewage/septic system should be included in the mine permit application. Additionally
the disposal of domestic waste• must be addressed. (MM and BRW)

114) , Section OP,5.2.1.4 Domestic Liquid Wastes. There is no previous discussion of
a water supply well for potable water. Please provide a discussion within'the permit
of the proposed aquifer and location for the potable water supp'ly. (AB)

115) Section OP. 5.2.3i2,.UIC Class 1 Wells: This section addresses deep disposal
wells which are a key component of this project. Permits for the'se"wells should be
included as part of the mine permit application. (M.M)

116) Section OP 5.3.2, Disposal of Liquid t.1.(e)(2) Byproduct Materials should specify
the disposal site for 11 (e).(2) byproduct waste. (MM)

117)ý Section OP.5.3.2 Solid 11 (e)(2) Byproduct Maiterials. Will there be any employee
Personal Protection Equipment (PPE) that will be generated on a regula& basis as
11 (e)(2)waste? If a waste stream, it should also be listed in paragraph one of this
section: (AB) .. .

11.8) The operations, plan, should include, .,section detailing procedures for'exploration
and delineation drilling, including: topsoil protection measures; drill hole
abandonment procedures, including provisi6n for backfilling to the surface with
bentonite chips; and surface reclamation. procedures. (MM)

1 19) The operations plan should include a section detailing procedures and a
schedule for.locating,.investigating and properly abandoning all historical drill holes
on the permit area. (MM)

RecfanMation Plan'(RP)
1) .Section RP 2.3must.specify and~describe in detail the methods.and effortsthat will be

employed to restore the ground water to background water quality levels,(i.e. define
BPT). This description should specify the volumes of water (pore volumes, including the
PV calculation) to be treated, re-injectedand, circulated and the specific'.treatments to be

' used. The application must provide detailed justification to demonstrate that the
-prescribed process has'been proven to be.successful in restoring ground water to

. background water quality, levels and thus constitutes.. BPT. Once approved, LQD will
expect the operator to employ these prescribed restoration efforts.. The reclamation

o-d wil "'e calcul...ated based on the• estimated costfnf corm,_61eting these or'sc*ribed

efforts. BPT will. thus be defined and approved up-front for each well field. Restoration
will be co'rnsidered to be complete once the approved BPT efforts have been conducted,

assuming thatthe class of use has been achieved. This process of defining and
approving BPT will provide a measure of certainty to all parties. It is envisioned that the
definition of BPT could change for future well fields, based on changes in technology
and/or results of on-site restoration efforts. (MM)) -

'2) Section RP2.3 groundwater Restoration Methods. Please provide greater detail
including chemical equations (similar to Figure O.P-6) to explain the. processes that the
groundwater will Undergo to createthe .reducing conditions.. The .chemistry that will take
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place in the ion exchange and RO circuitsishould be presented. Further explanation of
the'how'possible reductants or bioremediation additives will affect the chemistry of the
groundwater should also be provided. (AB)

3) Sectioh RP2.3 Groundwater Restoration Methods. This section provides pore volume
.exchanges for groundwater sweep. (one pore volume) groundwater treatmnent.(six pore
volumes) and groundwater recirculation (one. pore volume). Please cite where this is
documented to be BMP. Is. it based on any real life success of an existing well field?
(AB).

4) Figure RP-1. The timeline gap for the Process Plant should indicate plant
decommissioning. (AB)

5) Please provide a hydrologic impactassessment (surfaceand ground water) of the final
anticipated conditions. This should include recovery times'ground water,. potential
changes in water chemistry, etc. (BRW)

6) Section RP.2.3.1: The use of ground Water sweep with direct-disposal of the.produced
water, is rot considered to be BPT-due to excessive consumption of ground water and
resultant impacts to ground water resources. This section, should be revised to clarify
that ground water, sweep will only be employed when the produced water can be treated
and re-injected. (MM) ... .. ,

7) Section RP 2.4: The ground water stability monitoring phase should be 12, months with
quarterlysampling (i.e. a total of 5 sampling events). (MM)

8) Section RP 2.4 should be revised to specify that during the stability monitoring period all
monitoring wells (inside and outsideof the pattern, including underlying, overlying and
perimeter-wells) will be individually'sampled and analyzed for the comp)ete suite of
parameters, includingwater levels.: (MM).

9) Section RP 3.1, Well Abandonment: Item number 1 in the list beginning at the bottom of
page.RP-10 must specify that grdutinigwill occur from the bottom of the.well to the top.

_ _ (MLB)....

10)"Section RP 3.1, Well Abandonment: Item number 7 in the list on Page RP-1 I must be
changed to acknowledge thenew policy of LQD to require that all drill holes and
abandoned wells are backfilled to within three feet of the surface. It is no longer
considered BPT to allow open holes to be left in the gro-und. This means if grout settles
to 40 feet bgs (or any other level• greater than two or three feet bgs) and no water is on
top of the grout plug, bentonite chips or a reasonable substitute must be pou~red into the
hole to bring it to the proper level: If there is still water on top of the grout plug, the
operator is expected to re-enter the hole and tremmie to the bottom so the hole may,
again, be backfilled from the bottom. to the top. (MLB)

11)Section RP 3-T. Well Abb ndnrirm'ent:- Item number 12 in-the-list onPage RP-11-l must- ............
include the words "and LQD" at the end of. the sentence ending with. "WSEO". (MLB)
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12) Section RP 3.2 Facility and Road Reclamation.. Paragraph 3 states that culverts and
road surfacing matei-ials will be removed.. Please indicate, their finaldisposal Ilocation(s).
(AB).

13) Sectidn RP 4:0, Reclamation and Decommissioning of Processing and Support
'Facilities: Ponds, laydown yards, .parking areas, -and topsoil and subsojl stockpile
location,"should bE included in the bullet list at the beginning of this secti0n. (MLB &
AB)

14) Section RP 4.1 discusses on-site waste disposal. Any on-site waste disposal must be
permitted as part of the mine permit application. Detailed .plans and specifications must
be provided along with landowner's consent. (MM) . -

15,) Section RP4.5.2, Surface Preparation: On Page RP-15 there must include a
comm-nitment to rip to a minimum depth of 12 iches as part of se'edbed preparatioh.
(MLB)

-1'6) RP4.5.2, -Surface-Preparation: It is-stated that 'Seed bed preparation will be
performed;under appropriate-soil andclimatic conditions". Please define appropriate soil
and climatic conditions. (CS)..

17) RP4.5.3, Soil Placement: Stating that "soils will be replaced where excavated, whenever
possible" seems inappropriate. If soils are stripped and stockpiled it should be possible

'. to replace them. (CS).-.

18) Section RP 4.5.3 Soil Replacement. This section states that Section OP 2.5 describes
'-that separate handling of, topsoil and subsoil is n.ot required. No discussion of this topic

was found in Section'OP 2.5., Topsoil is always more valuable a planting bed than a
topsoil .subsoil mixture. ..Especially given the, dessert conditions, all efforts should be
made to be protective of the topsoil layer, especially.by handling it separately from the
subsoil. (AB),

19) Section RP 4.5.4 Seed Mix, ReseedinqgMethods and Fencing. Paragraph 4 states that

re-seeded areas outside fenced mine units will be restricted until vegetation is
successfully re-established. The only way to ensure access restriction from'Wildlife is
with fencing.. Please state that these area will have fencing installed to. prevent access.
(AB

20) RP4.5.4, 86ed Mix, Reseeding Methods, and Fencing: The, last paragraph states that
"When .... eeding areas outside fenced mine units or the Plant, grazingandaccess to
reseeded areas will be restricted until vegetation (s successfully re-established". Please

clalrify how access is going to be restricted: -For-example "with BLM and DEQ approved
fencing". (CS)

21) RP4.5.5, Revegetation Success Criteria: The second point in the list states that "the total
.. vegetatibn cover of perennial species (excluding noxious weed species).and any..species.

in.the approved seed mix is at least equal to the total vegetation cover of perennial
species (excluding noxious weed species) before operations". Consider rewording to
"the total vegetation cover of perennial species (excluding noxious -weed species) and
any species in the approved seed mix is at least equal to the total vegetation cover of
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perennial.species (excluding noxious weed species) of the undisturbed areas of the
mine permit'. This would add consistency with your proposed vegetation study
parameters and.helps account for climatic variabilitybetween when mining began and
when reclamation, evaluation occurs. (CS).

22) Reclamation Plan, Page RP-15. Thesequencing of the sections goes from RP4.4
Roads on page RP-14 to Section RP 1.. 1 Soil Replacement and Revegetation on, page
RP-15. According to the table of Contents,. this should be RP 4.5 Soil Replacement and
Revegetation. (AB)

23) Section RP 5.0 and Table RP-4: The reclamation cost estimate should be revised to
include the following-,.

a. A detailed critical-path time schedule including all phases of thereclamation.
b. A detailed description of labor requirements and 'assumptions forall phases of

the reclamation. It is this reviewer's position that the ireclamatiOn :cost estimate
should include-a workforce/payroll comparable with the production
workforce/payroll or justify why this would not be the case. (MM)

24) RP5.0, Financial Assurance; Cateqory 2: The paragraph' addressing worksheet seven
* indicates a "conservative" estimate of 5 out of 40 acres will need topsoil handling.

Please clarify what a "conservative" estimate is and the justification for stating only 5 out
of 40 acres will.need topsoil handling. (CS)

25) Section RP 5.0 Financial .Assurance. Paragraph one: Please add the cost of
groundwater monitoring and analysis to the list of costs. (AB)s

26) Table RP-4 Reclamation I Restoration Bond Estimate. Groundwater sampling and
analysis could be conducted for many-years., and should not be handled as a overhead
cost of 0.5%, but as, a. separate line item in the bond estimate. Please indicate the initial
number of monitoring wells that will be in place at the initial start-up 'of the mine~and
calculate their cost for sampling and analysis based realcosts. (AB)

27) Table RP-3, Seed Mix: It is requested that the seed mix be. revised, contingent on BLM
.. concurrence,-to eliminate.Prairie sandreed and Rubber rabbitbrush. This would reduce

:the overall seeding rate to 15 lbs/ac which is a more reasbnable drill'seeding rate. This
lower seeding rate would be more conducive to sagebrush establishment, which is a
primary focus of the revegetation efforts. Prairie sandreed is not native to the area and
is not adapted to the.arid conditions of the Red Desert. Rubber rabbitb'rush is native,".
however it is no', particularly desirable. Species that could be listed-as possible
alternates would include.winterfat, needle-and-thread and squirreltail. (MM)

28) Please •provide a sediment control plan for the reclamation phaseof the operation.
(BRW)

.. 29)Asrequ ired by-LQD, Chapter 11, Section-5 (a)(v), .the-Reclamation Plan must.include .a..........
contour map showing the approximate postreclamation surface contours for affected
land and the immediate surrounding areas if the operation will substantially alter the
premining contours. The absence of this map must be explained in the permit text in the
context of the above rule. (MLB)
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30)A new section 'should be added to the. Reclamation' Plan entitled "Determination of
Successful Grbondwater .and Site Restoration':;.: The purpose of.this section is to clearly
state unequivocally the criteria, that will be used by the WDEQ/LQD to determine
whether the site has been adequately restored. It is envisioned that this section of the
Reclamation. Plan may become 'more pertinent as -.staff in ..Lost Creek ISR and
WDEQ/LQD changeover the upcoming 10 to 20 years. Fulfillment of the criteria in this
section will be required before the opefator may request/achieve final bond release.
This section should include the following six bond release criteria:. - . •

a. Ground water treatment/restoration using approved BPT as described, in Section
RP 2.3 (Groundwater Restoration Methods) of the Permit; ., ,

b., .Achievement, of baseline ground water conditions. If baseline is unachievable,
. proceed to c.;.

c..-.c:If~baseline. ground water conditions ar6 uhatta'inable, achievement of approved
Class of Use is required;.. "

d. Ground,. water..stability monitoring. of a 12 month duration with quarterly sampling
(i.e. a total of 5 samplirng events). If Water quality trends -during stability
monitoring indicate class of use.standards are (or will be) exceeded, the operator
must return to step 'a" above). Alternately if' class of -use staridhrds,.,at a
rninimum, are :met for the 12 month period then the Well field will be considered
eligible for bond release;

e. Reclamation of surface disturbance as described in the Reclamation Plan of the
•Permit-which shall include all requirements of LQD Chapter 11, Section 5;

f. Documentation* of LQD and landowner (primarily BLM) concurrence-- that the,
project is adequately' reclaimed to the standards outlined, in the approved
WDEQ\LQD permit.

The above -bond -release*criteria car be considered on a well -field by well field basis.
Once criteria a - d have been met, the operator' may request partial bond release for an
individual well field. Final bond release carnot be considered' until all of six ofithe above
criteria have been met by the operator. (MLB and BRW)

Summary:
Lost Creek ISR, LLC must submit the necessary changes as indicated:in'the above review as
soon as possible so that this. application may be re-cbnsidered for technical completeness.
Onrce the, application is found .to be technically complete, secondipublic, notice will be authorized
(in writing from WD.EQ Land'Qdality Dision) Should you have ahyqu6stions concerning this

memorandum, please confact.me at the WDEQ-LQD District'2 Office in Lander (307-332-3047).

Enclosures Copy of WGFD documententitled "Stipulations for Development in Core Sage

Grouse Population Areas"

.......... •*........*******.....END OF MEMORANDUM*................. ....
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Stipulations for Development in Core Sage Grouse Population Areas.

Goal for stipulations is to maintain existing habitat function by permitting

development activities that will not cause declines in sage grouse populations.

A. Oil and Gas Lease Stipulations:

1.. One well pad per 640 acres. No more than 11 well pads within 1.9 miles of the

perimeter of occupied sage grouse leks with densities not to exceed 1 pad per 640

acres (Holloran 2005). Clustering of well pads may be considered and approved

on a case-by-case basis.

2 Surface disturbance will be limited to < 5% of sagebrush habitat per 640 acres.

Distribution of disturbance may be considered and approved on a case-by-case

basis.

3. No Surface Occupancy within 0.6 mi of the perimeter of occupied sage grouse

leks (Carr 1967, Wallestad and Schtadweiler 1974, Rothenmaier 1979., Emmons

1980, Schoenberg 1982 as analyzed by Colorado Greater Sage Grouse

Conservation Plan Steering Committee 2008).

4. Locate main haul trunk roads used to transport production and/or waste products.

to a centralized facility or market point > .1.9 miles from the perimeter of

occupied sage grouse leks (Lyon and Anderson 2003). Locate odto

provide facility site access and maintenance > 0.6 miles from the perimeter of

occupied sage grouse leks. Construct roads to mninimum design standards needed

for production activities while minimizing surface disturbance and traffic.

5. Locate electrical supply lines at least 750 m (0.5 miles) from the perimeter of

occupied sage' grouse leks. Design electrical lines to be raptor- proof by installing

.... anti-perching devices, or burypigjtem Wilwheni possible.

6. Exploration and development activity will be allowed from July 1 to March 14.

III Core Population Areas that also contain sage grouse winter concentration areas,
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exploration and development activity will be allowed only from July 1 to

December 1 in the winter concentration areas.

7. Limit noise sources to 10 dBA above natural, ambient noise (-3 39 dBA) measured

*at the perimeter of a lek from Match I to May 15. (Inglefinger 2001, Nicholoff

2003).

B. Wind Energy

There is no published research on specific impacts of wind energy on sage-grouse.

Wind energy facilities should be designed to reduce habitat fragmentation and

mortality to sage grouse. Tubular tower designs to reduce iraptor perches and noise

reduction to minimize disturbance to nesting birds are encouraged. Design criteria for

these proj ects should include .minimizing,.the facility footprint (including the road

network required to service the genierators) in sage- gouse habitat: Leasing in Core

Population Areas should only be approved through a revieyw process as described

below. Wind farm permitting should include a requirement to acquire data on

sage grouse response to development and operation. .

C. In-situ Uranium

There is no published research on specific impacts on sage grouse. Since

development scenarios (well density, roads, activity) are similar to oil and gas_

assume impacts are similar to oil and.gas development. Use same stipulations

used for oil and gas. In-situ uranium penrmitting should include a requirement to

acquire data on sage grouse response to development and operation..-

D. Sagebrush treatment

Sagebrush eradication projects should not be authorized. Treatments to enhance

sagebrush/grassland may be considered through the review process described

below.
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E. Reclamation

Reclamation should re-establish native grasses;-.forbs.and shrubs during interim

and final reclamation to achieve cover, species composition, and life form

diversity commensurate with the surrounding plant community or desired

condition. Landowners should be consulted on desired plant mix 0n1private lands

F.. Transmission Line Rights of Way

TO the extent possible, new rights of way should be authorized parallel and

adjacent to existing rights of way. Above ground towers should be designed to

minimize raptor perching. Any new-rights.0f way not sited parallel and adjacent

to existing rights afeway'should be routed at least 750 m (0.5 miles) from the

perrimeter of occupied sage arouse leks.

G. Other Activities

Applications to conduct any other surface activity not described previously will.

be evaluated On a case by case basis and forwarded, as necessary, to the Wyoming

Game and Fish Departmeht Habitat-Protection Program Supervisoit for

considerati-on'of stipulations needed to- prevent declines in sage arouse

populations in core sage grouse population areas. All surface actiVities "should be

designed to reduce habitat f-agmentation and ihortality to sage grouse:. -Desi gn

criteria for ~ll activities should include mhniniiziitg the footprint of the activity in

sage-grouse habitat.

Review Process

Development proposals incorporiting less restrictive stipulations 'may'be

considered depending on site-specific circumstances. The company proposing to
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develop within Core Population Areas and requesting exceptions to the standard

stipulations bears the responsibility toý demonstratethat the alternative

development proposal will not cause declines in sage grouse populations

occupying the proposed area of development.

Proposals to deviate from standard stipulations will be considered by a team
including the Wyoming Gane and Fish Department and appropriate land

management agencies, with input from the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service.

Project proponents need to demonstrate that the project area meets at least one of

the following conditions:

1) No suitable habitat is present in one contiguous block of land that

includes at least a 0.6-mile, buffer between the project.area and suitable

habitat;
2) No sage grouse use occurs in one contiguous block of land that

includes at least a 0.6 mile buffer between the project area and adjacent

occupied habitat, as documented by total absence of sage grouse

droppings and an absence of sage grouse activity for the previous ten

years; .'

3) Provision of a development/mitigation plan that has been imiplemented

and demonstrated not to cause declines in sage grouse.populations through

credible monitoring data compiled and analyzed -during the

.........implementation-perio.d.
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